Short Vowel Sounds
Say the name of each picture. The short vowel sound may be at the beginning or in the middle of the word. **Color** the pictures in each row that have the same short vowel sound.

1. a
   - shoe
   - apple
   - carnation
   - picture

2. e
   - broom
   - chair
   - flower
   - lamp

3. i
   - milk carton
   - phone
   - brick
   - chicken

4. o
   - banana
   - bucket
   - top
   - tree

5. u
   - sun
   - bicycle
   - coffee cup
   - streetlight
Short Vowel Sounds

The words that name the pictures have missing letters. Write a, e, i, o or u to finish the words.

1. pen
2. bug
3. pan
4. bag
5. pan
6. hat
7. cat
8. hat
9. cot
10. hat
Vowels

Short Vowels
Say the name of each picture. Circle the picture name. Write the name. The first one shows you what to do.

hit
hat
hot
hug

hit
hat
hot
hug

tub
tag	tab
top

fit
fat
fix
fox

bib
bed
bad
bud

bib
bed
bad
bud

wit
wag
wig
wet

rod
rid
red
rut

rag
rig
rug
rid

rag
rig
rug
rid

lap
lid
lad
lit

bet
bit
bat
but

bet
bit
bat
but